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RCS Global
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state gold-buying programme

SODEMI

Société d’Etat pour le Développement Minier de Côte d’Ivoire (Côte d’Ivoire State
Society for Mining Development)
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Executive SUMMARY

Artisanal and small-scale mining (ASM), including
gold mining (ASGM), is an important source
of employment across the globe, providing
livelihoods either directly or indirectly to up to 100
million people (ILO, 1999; SDC, 2011). ASGM
employs 90 per cent of the total global gold
mining sector workforce, including 4–5 million
women and 1 million children, producing upwards
of 330 tonnes of gold per year (ICMM; 2008; ILO,
1999; SDC, 2011).
ASGM is mainly a low-income poverty-driven
activity, yielding earnings well above the average
for many rural areas and giving it significant
rural development potential. Yet governments’
approaches to ASM mostly have not been
conducive to harnessing this potential. Could
state gold-buying programmes (SGBPs), through
which governments buy gold from the ASGM
sector, be an effective instrument to formalise and
raise standards in the sector? This issue paper
analyses five country case studies where SGBPs
operate or have operated: Bolivia, Colombia, Côte
d’Ivoire, Ghana and the Philippines.

Background
In countries where at least certain types of ASGM
are legal, giving the government a legal basis
to purchase ASGM produced gold, an SGBP
can buy gold through accredited buying stations
linked to the country’s financial authorities.
Depending on the model of the SGBP, the
stations can offer prices indexed to or above the
world market price. The gold is generally used to
bolster national gold or foreign currency reserves.
SGBPs can buy directly from ASGM miners, or
from middlemen; and while in certain countries
SGBPs impose requirements on sellers, others
choose to buy gold from all sources, sometimes
regardless of their compliance with the legal
framework or international standards.
By bringing the sometimes illegal and often
informally operating ASGM sector in direct
contact with the state, SGBPs could be leveraged
to form part of the state’s strategy in addressing
various objectives for the ASGM sector. Typically,
three main government objectives for SGBPs are:

Figure 1. ASM sector value chain
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1) Collecting revenues (if any fees are attached
to the programme) and bolstering national gold
and foreign currency reserves
2) Raising standards in ASGM operations, by
gradually introducing good practice standards
to sellers and along the supply chain, and
3) Indirectly reforming ASGM, via a voluntary
system of regulations offering incentives to
participating ASM operations – especially if
government lacks the capacity to monitor and
enforce regulations in the sector.

Challenges
To achieve these important positive effects,
SGBPs face a number of challenges:
Lack of coordination between central banks,
which usually govern SGBPs, and the government
ministries responsible for ASGM policies,
and lack of capacity to implement the SGBPs
effectively
Lack of incentives for the ASGM sector to sell to
the SGBP, which needs to be a dominant market
participant in order to capture a significant share
of ASGM production
Pre-financing and credit – informal ASGM
operators typically lack access to formal credit
markets and often become indebted to sponsors
and buyers, locking them into dependency. While
SGBPs can act as an alternative purchaser, the
consequences of pre-financing can undermine
the SGBPs market position and therefore require
active management.

Managing price incentives, since offering higher
prices to ASGM to make it attractive for the
ASGM to sell to the SGBP and to outcompete
alternative buyers can be detrimental to SGBPs’
self-sustainability. Price incentives can also attract
smuggled gold from other countries to be sold
into the SGBP, which can bring the government
into conflict with neighbouring states.
Decentralised gold collection – since miners
often sell gold in small volumes at the mine site
to meet their daily needs, SGBP buying stations
need to be on or near the mines. This is a capacity
challenge, as are resolving oversight deficiencies,
vulnerability to corruption, and the logistical
challenges of regular physical cash transfers to
rural areas
Due diligence deficiencies are a common
characteristic. A lack of extended due diligence
implementation in the form of KYCC (‘know your
customer’s customer’) procedures is the reality
on the ground. Those operating a ‘no questions
asked’ policy may not even undertake basic
‘know your customer’ (KYC) procedures. While
this eases the regulatory burden on ASGMproduced gold sellers, it undermines the objective
to improve standards in the ASGM sector and
can result in the SGBPs’ non-compliance with
national and international laws and good practice
requirements. This, in turn, limits the government’s
ability to sell on the gold legally.
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Executive summary
CONTINUED

Factors for success
There are a number of ways to improve
SGBP implementation.
Sustainable pricing – one way to incentivise
the ASGM sector to sell gold into the SGBP
is to create price incentives. For these not to
undermine the sustainability of the scheme, the
cost excess should be charged downstream, if
it is the state’s objective to sell on the gold. It is
difficult to achieve buy-in from downstream actors
without relevant certification to permit a premium
charge to consumers, such as is possible through
Fairmined certification.
Gradually raised standards – governments
should gradually raise standards for ASGM
sellers and the sector overall and, if need be,
focus on a particular subsector initially, which is
closest to compliance with applicable legislation
and international requirements for due diligence
and responsible sourcing. This should happen
in tandem with improving the ASM sector’s
operating environment, working closely with
ASGM communities to build confidence in the
SGBP and providing them with incentives to sell
to the SGBP.
Short trading chains and decentralisation –
SGBPs should be designed to operate as closely
as possible to mine sites. Where possible they
should buy directly from miners and/or their
organisations to allow for more effective due
diligence implementation, as well as to increase
the margins through which the SGBP can be
financed while providing the miners with a better
return on their labour.
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Local stakeholder support – when a share of
revenues generated through the SGBP remains
with the community it encourages their support,
creating peer pressure on miners to sell to the
SGBP and conform to its requisites.
Improved capacity and coordination – state
services need to be capacitated, corruption
resistant and able to work in a coordinated fashion
with assigned responsibilities towards a shared
goal. SGBPs should be coordinated through a
dedicated management team that reports to an
ASM taskforce (IGF, 2015).
Effective ASGM taxation – since even low
levels of tax encourage smuggling, governments
need to make a trade-off between the SGBP’s
ability to capture gold and building taxes into
pricing. However, where there is local stakeholder
support, communities can encourage local
sellers to sell into the SGBP, which may facilitate
tax collection, particularly if the ASGM sector
receives a useful and tangible service in return for
the taxes that it pays. Furthermore, regional fiscal
regimes need to be harmonised in order to avoid
flows of gold across borders towards the most
profitable market.
Non-financial incentives can attract ASM miners
to participate in SGBPs. As well as simplifying
and strengthening processes, incentives include
but are not limited to providing equipment,
services and training, and bringing normality and
stability.

Conclusion and
recommendations
SGBPs can fulfil their objectives when they
are backed by political commitment and their
objectives are congruent both with state
institutional capacity and the realities on
the ground.
Two types of scheme stand out as producing
concrete results:
1) SGBPs with a ‘no questions asked’ policy.
These are non-compliant with international
requirements for due diligence, but can play a
role in ASGM sub-sectors where gold is already
produced in line with legal and international
requirements, where legal requirements
pertaining to due diligence do not apply, or
in cases where there is significant scope for
incremental compliance, so long as the noncompliant gold is not earmarked for export, and
an effective programme is in place that ensures
incremental compliance.
2) Community-based SGBPs allowing for
gold collection at the community level, leaving
middlemen out. These should be treated as an
investment that will not immediately generate
reserves, will take time to implement and
will be slow to become sustainable – not to
mention profitable.

• In order to understand the ASGM sector and
the trade-offs between the two proposed
models in a specific context, policymakers
should commission a series of studies, which
at a minimum include: a scoping study, a
government capacity assessment, and supply
chain mapping (IGF, 2015).
• Government should also create a stakeholders’
forum to allow for two-way communication
between the ASM task force overseeing the
SGBP, the state institutions involved (such as
the central bank and ministry of mines) and
ASGM and civil society stakeholders.
• International donors, in addition to supporting
the implementation of SGBPs via technical
and/or financial support, should seek broader
understanding of themes that are central to
the implementation and successful running of
SGBPs: effective decentralised management
of SGBPs and the impacts of taxation in
the ASGM sector in regards to sectoral
development and poverty reduction.
See the Looking Forward section of this paper for
more detailed recommendations.
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ONE

Introduction

This paper summarises RCS Global’s key findings
on state gold-buying programmes (SGBPs) as
a tool to formalise and raise standards in the
artisanal and small-scale gold mining (ASGM)
sector. SGBPs are programmes through which
governments buy gold from private parties,
including artisanal and small-scale miners. For
governments to purchase ASGM gold (through
any entity, but often the central bank) they require
a legal basis to do so, which is not possible in
countries where ASGM is considered a strictly
illegal activity, such as in China and Russia and
other major gold-producing countries. This paper
is a summary version of a 2012 RCS Global
research report, based on five country case
studies where SGBPs are or were implemented:
Bolivia, Colombia, Côte d’Ivoire, Ghana and
the Philippines.
ASGM is a key source of revenue and a valuable
job provider for local communities in more than
60 countries across Latin America, Asia and
Africa. The International Council on Mining and
Metals estimates that 10 to 15 million ASGM
miners – or 90 per cent of the total gold mining
sector workforce globally, including 4 to 5
million women and 1 million children – produce
upwards of 330 tonnes of gold per year (ICMM,
2008). Several sources claim that two thirds of
the value generated remains in the producing
countries, supporting the livelihoods of some
80 to 100 million people worldwide (ILO, 1999;
SDC, 2011).
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Increasingly, more mechanised, small-scale
gold mining operations are purely profit-driven
enterprises. Artisanal gold mining on the other
hand, while sometimes tolerated by state
authorities as a form of traditional income for rural
communities (CASM, 2012), mostly operates
at the margins of the legal framework of state
licensing, and often falls within its unregulated
informal sector (UNEP, 2011).
For both activities, earnings are typically well
above the rural average. Some argue that the
ASM sector offers great potential for development
in rural areas: “The economic importance of smallscale mining to regional governments cannot be
overstated…it is financially viable where mineral
deposits are only marginal… The sector…is
responsible for the extraction and processing
of minerals that otherwise would not be mined,
and in the process, can contribute significantly
to foreign exchange earnings through exports,
and to the creation of secondary employment
opportunities” (Hilson, 2002). Setting aside
the activity’s important economic value as an
employment provider and rural income generator,
the sector suffers from significant challenges,
which are well documented in the literature on the
sector and which typically relate to its informality
and its socio-environmental impacts.

A number of international forums have taken
place over the years, floating possible solutions
to solve ASGM-related issues or to mainstream
formalisation of the ASM sector. However, ASGM
formalisation and the raising of its standards are
rarely achieved. Although many countries have
recognised that the informality of the sector lies
at the heart of many issues in ASGM (UNEP,
2011; Barreto, 2011), most states try to attract
ASGM gold into the legal market for economic
reasons alone.
State gold-buying programmes can be an
instrument that makes inroads into ASGM
formalisation, raising standards in ASGM, as
well as increasing state revenues and bolstering
state gold and foreign currency reserves. All of
these can be policy objectives for implementing
SGBPs. The question lies in how to tailor the
design and implementation of SGBPs to ensure
that they can effectively achieve some or all of
these objectives.

Next to state-run SGBPs, there are non-statecentric models of ‘closed pipe’ supply chains in
ASGM, which combine positive socio-economic
and environmental impacts. For example, there
is an established, small but premium market for
fair trade artisanally mined gold; and an emerging
understanding of the merits of engaging in multistakeholder based formalisation processes,
drawing in governments, industry, civil society,
ASGM operators, consumers, and development
agencies (SDC, 2011). Several initiatives are
underway to pilot the implementation of the
OECD Due Diligence Guidance1 in the ASGM
sectors in multiple jurisdictions and it will be
necessary to ensure information and lesson
sharing to crystallise a common approach. While
there is important progress, these non-centric
models so far attract only very small amounts
of ASGM gold and their global replicability,
scalability and sustainability remains to
be achieved.

1. OECD Due Diligence Guidance for Responsible Supply Chains of Minerals from Conflict-Affected and High-Risk
Areas (OECD 2013)
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TWO

Background

2.1 What is artisanal and
small-scale (gold) mining?

shaft mines and organised processing and
trading operations. Some are labour-intensive and
involve only the simplest of tools and methods,
Artisanal and small-scale mining (ASM) and
such as digging on alluvial deposits, panning,
artisanal small-scale gold mining (ASGM) are
or processing, which involves crushing by hand
concepts for which no universally accepted
and sluicing ore using simple sluices. Others are
definition exists. They encompass a wide array
capital-intensive and employ expensive machinery,
of economic and social activities. Most countries
such as pumps for hydraulic mining, small
have their own legal definitions of ASM and
dredging ships, crushers and small processing
impose different requirements for operating their
plants, and sometimes mobile processing
different sub-categories. Governments can also
equipment, or explosives. Some of the smallest
further subcategorise ASM to adapt their policy
and simplest operations can employ technology
approaches, thus creating a multiplicity of working
that is advanced or even recently developed, such
definitions. Rather than set a working definition
as metal detectors, while some of the largest
of what ASM is at a non-national level it is thus
and most mechanised operations can rely on
more appropriate here to outline a scope of the
technologies that are centuries old.
activities that ASM entails, where they are relevant
ASM can be licensed (legalised) or unlicensed,
to state gold-buying programmes (SGBPs).
undertaken in accordance with laws and
ASM is an umbrella category that comprises all
regulations (formalised) or not in accordance
mining operations (and associated activities)
with them (informal). ASM as a category includes
that are smaller in scale than medium-scale
a wide range of activities undertaken by people
mining. ASM can refer to mining operations that
in very different situations. ‘ASM’ strictly refers
vary extensively in character depending on the
only to the upstream segment of the value chain
parameters that define an ASM operation in a
at which minerals and metals are mined, but the
given jurisdiction. Some are micro in scale and
‘ASM sector’ includes the whole mineral or metal
involve single person operations or small teams,
value chain from mining upstream, including
such as panners and tailings (waste products)
trading to secondary processing downstream, as
processors. Others involve groupings of hundreds
shown in Figure 2.
or thousands of operators in open-pit mines,

Figure 2. ASM sector value chain
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Importantly, the ASM sector sustains its own
2. Seasonal mining, characterised by seasonal
secondary economy. Not only do ASM workers
activities to complement or substitute for other
and owners have dependants, but ASM
livelihoods, or seasonal migration of people into
operations also source local businesses’ products
ASM areas
and services in ancillary sectors (see Figure 3). In
3. ‘Rush’-type artisanal mining, characterised
this sense, ASM is often a community activity and
by a significant population influx caused by
central to community development trajectories.
recent discoveries of deposits or increased
Not only is this secondary economy dependent on
exploration activity by a large-scale mining
and influenced by ASM, the inverse relationship is
(LSM) company
2
also true.
4. ‘Shock-push’ artisanal mining, caused by
Despite the absence of a clear and universally
sudden events, such as rapid gold price
accepted definition of ASGM, it has become
increases, loss of income earning opportunities
common practice to categorise the activity into
in other mining areas or economic sectors,
four different types (SDC, 2011). These four types
conflicts, and so on.
have direct impacts on the structure of ASGM’s
secondary economy and value chain:
1. Permanent artisanal mining, a full-time, year
round activity

Figure 3. Layers of economic activities associated with ASM
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Mine
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2. For example, the success story of child labour eradication in Santa Filomena (Peru) is credited to its targeting
of the most relevant stakeholders, in this case not only the mining families but also the broader community.
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TWO
background
CONTINUED

Legality of ASM3
The definitions of the legality and formality of
ASGM at the national level are important, as they
determine the options a particular government
has to manage the ASGM sector. At the minimum,
SGBPs must be legally allowed to purchase
gold from ASGM operations. These definitions
of legality and formality are idiosyncratic and can
vary widely between countries.4 In addition to
these concepts, non-legally defined but important
distinctions exist between what is considered
legitimate or illegitimate by the members of the
impacted communities – that is, activities might
be tolerated by communities even though they are
informal or even illegal. This can be referred to as
the social licence to operate in the ASM context.
Rates of legitimacy depend on how feasible it is
for ASM miners to formalise. When legalisation
or formalisation requirements are unattainable,
informal and illegal miners often continue to
operate; and local communities may see this as
legitimate, in which case the miners hold a social
licence. Legality and degrees of legitimacy (i.e.
the strength of the social licence) of ASM affect
the sector’s ability to trade, obtain finance or
comply with regulation.

2.2 What are state goldbuying programmes?
SGBPs are instruments that states can employ
to address key ASGM-related objectives,
as part of an institutional framework. These
objectives typically include: collecting revenue
and bolstering national gold and foreign currency
reserves; raising standards in ASGM operations;
and indirectly reforming ASGM.

SGBPs typically work in the following way. Gold
is bought through accredited gold-buying stations
linked to the country’s financial authorities. At
the stations the seller is paid a percentage of the
world market price. The gold purchased through
the SGBP can then help the state bolster the
country’s gold reserves through access to gold
at a competitive price and through the ability to
sell this gold for hard currency on the international
market. In some countries gold is sold directly by
ASGM miners, while in others middlemen have a
de facto a role to play; similarly, in some countries
the SGBP imposes due diligence requirements
on the sellers, while others chose to buy gold
from all sources, sometimes regardless of their
legality. SGBPs operate at specific junctures
of the ASGM sector value chain, as illustrated
Therefore a country’s legal framework, its
by Figure 4. The potential points of intervention
applicability and its application on the ground
are conditioned by the SGBP’s purchasing
all directly influence the type and severity of the
requirements (which can in theory be conditioned
ASM sector’s impacts, both positive and negative.
by international good practice requirements
How ASM is characterised in legal terms also
pushed up the value chain (yellow arrow)), the
impacts the potential breadth of possible SGBP
purity of gold and minimum purchase quantities.
objectives, as well as the available and/or
acceptable instruments for implementation.
3. For example, under Tanzanian regulation a miner without a licence is ‘informal’, as opposed to ‘illegal’ (UNEP,

2011a). Conversely, in Colombia an artisanal miner is considered ‘illegal’ when he operates without a licence but
informal if he operates with a licence but without keeping accounting records (SPDA, 2014; MME, 2003)

4. Considering the difference in legal definitions in different countries, this section deliberately only provides the
necessary fundamentals of the concept of legality in ASM, rather than a fully elaborated discourse.
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Figure 4. SGBPs’ entry points (in red) into ASM value chains
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SGBP policy objectives
A number of SGBPs were introduced in the
1990s, when governments sought to formalise the
ASGM sector and strengthen national gold and
foreign currency reserves. Since SGBPs bring
the ASGM sector in direct contact with the state,
the programmes can also be leveraged to address
the government’s various objectives for the
ASGM sector. Which objectives can be pursued
depends on the existing legal and regulatory
framework. Governments’ policy objectives in
implementing SGBPs can be manifold, but three
broad ones stand out:

link the miners to the government, even in areas
of limited state presence, and generate trust
and goodwill. When sellers come to sell gold
to SGBPs, the state has an opportunity to set
or insist on the application of international due
diligence and responsible practice standards
that traders and their suppliers must meet.
Where legally possible, compliance with
such standards can be gradually introduced
and strengthened so as to incentivise ASGM
operators to comply with regulations and good
practice standards gradually in cases where
they would initially not be able to do so.

• Collecting revenue and bolstering national
gold and foreign currency reserves. SGBPs
can help the state formalise and gain revenue
from ASGM, while at the same time bolstering
the country’s hard reserves through the
sale of gold collected through the SGBP on
international markets.

• Indirectly reforming ASGM. If government
lacks the capacity to monitor and enforce
regulations in the ASGM sector, an SGBP can
be set up to complement a voluntary system
of regulations. ASM operations can choose to
participate in order to receive special incentives,
conditional on their compliance.

• Raising standards in ASGM operations.
As SGBPs can be used as part of the
government’s approach to the gradual
formalisation of ASGM, they can also be used
to raise the standards of ASGM operations,
albeit incrementally. A well-managed SGBP can

The case studies in the next section explore
how SGBPs can be implemented in practice.
Subsequent sections offer a discussion
of the challenges and opportunities
involved, underpinning the conclusions and
recommendations in the last section.
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THREE

Case studies

The research for all the case studies was
conducted in 2012, which is why we have written
these summary versions in the past tense.
Although the research looks back at sometimes
decades of implementation experience the case
studies nevertheless present valuable lessons
drawn out in sections 4 and 5, which remain
current.

3.1 Côte d’Ivoire
Côte d’Ivoire piloted a state gold-buying
programme from 1988 to 1993, when it was
stopped due to financial and operational
constraints. During field research conducted
in 2012, it was established that the SGBP had
not yet resumed. During the 2002–2011 period
of political crisis the Forces Nouvelles (FN), a
rebel group, co-opted and scaled up the SGBP
structure to cover most of the country’s ASM
zones. Important lessons can be learned from
Côte d’Ivoire’s experience.
Under direct control of the state-owned mining
company, Société pour le Développement Minier
(SODEMI), the government of Côte d’Ivoire
set out to formalise the country’s artisanal and
small-scale diamond mining (ASDM) sector from
1960. ASDM was organised in mining villages’
cooperatives, called groupements à vocation
coopérative (GVC) that organised and kept
records of the mining, collection and sale of
diamonds to SODEMI.5 A pilot project to extend
the GVC system to ASM gold was launched in
1988 but was suspended in 1993 due to state
financial constraints and the unreliability of its
selected private implementing partner. GVC
included miners and licensed buyers and was
presided over by the village authorities, the chief

Box 1. ASM in Côte d’Ivoire
Economic stagnation in the 1990s and the
outbreak of a politico-military crisis in 2002
left the country divided. The government
controlled the south, where large-scale mining
projects ran, and the FN controlled the north
where there were artisanal and small-scale
diamond and gold mining operations. The
state lost control over key ASM areas in the
2002–2004 period and forced the Ministry
of Mines to dissolve the national SGBP, as it
was effectively financing the FN.
All individual mining and commercialisation
licences were voided, which rendered ASM
illegal. Rising gold prices and the absence
of the rule of law in northern areas attracted
illegal gold and diamond miners from Côte
d’Ivoire and neighbouring countries. Most
of the ASGM occurred in border areas,
facilitating cross-border activities and
smuggling, especially as customs and border
control services in the former rebel-controlled
north had yet to resume their functions.
Official estimates of ASM gold production
conflict with those of non-governmental
organisations and the UN, but it is estimated
that ASGM produced 1,000–2,500 kilograms
of gold in 2012, which compares to largescale gold mining production in 2012 of
10,423kg (Bermúdez-Lugo, 2012). ASM thus
represents between 10 and 25 per cent of the
country’s gold production.

5. Gold and diamond sales were held at the end of every day in the GVC, and production, sales and royalties

were recorded by the GVC and transmitted regularly to SODEMI’s regional offices.
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of the GVC ensuring the registration of every
miner and of operations within the assigned
parcels. To control mining activity, the GVC relied
on the ‘mining police’ – community members
reporting to the GVC chief. Under the GVC, 80
per cent of the market price was paid to the gold
miners, 8 per cent to the SODEMI as royalties and
12 per cent was retained by the village authorities
to support village life and activities.
The FN implemented a gold-buying programme
similar to the GVC system in the areas under
their control during the 2002–2011 crises. This
demonstrated that the GVC system was fully
scalable and reproducible beyond the areas
covered by the earlier gold pilot. The GVClike non-state gold-buying programme (GBP)
covered virtually the entire country’s ASGM gold
production, to the profit of the FN (UNSC Group
of Experts, 2010). Under this structure, 90 per
cent of the gold sales’ profit went to ASGM
miners, as those in control of the area provided
security and mining equipment for additional fees.
The FN thus profited from multiple profit streams
from mining operations, while adopting a profitshare approach that was more profitable for the
ASGM gold miners than the original GVC.
Hurdles and successes
Cote D’Ivoire’s SGBPs’ operational hurdles and
successes can be summarised as follows:
Financial
The original SGBP was self-sustaining, as
royalties ensured that regulation of the ASGM
sector could be carried on at no cost to the
state’s budget. Miners received 80 per cent
of the world price; the remaining 20 per cent
went to the state’s coffers as royalties (12 per
cent) and the local communities (8 per cent).
This measure, coupled with the location of
ASGM in border areas, encouraged some
smuggling to neighbouring countries This was
counterbalanced by community peer pressure.
Later, the implementation by the FN of a scheme
that covered all of the ASGM production in areas
under FN control demonstrated the scalability of
an SGBP modelled on the GVC system.
Implementation
The SGBP achieved high levels of
decentralisation through its implementation
at community level. It was well accepted and
implemented by the village communities; similarly,
the rebel scheme was also well accepted and
implemented. While the approaches had different

underlying business models, both approaches
created a sound basis of operation at the time of
their implementation.
Community involvement
The system commanded high levels of community
involvement due to its financial benefits and the
communities’ important role in implementation.
Under the GVC systems, participating villages
did not receive financial support from central
government as they were supposed to be selfsupporting. Under said systems, mining villages
enjoyed higher living standards.
Due diligence
Thanks to its level of decentralisation, an
information trail could have been established from
export points down to the mining communities.
However, the rebel-controlled GVC-like goldbuying programme served to fund the insurgency,
and thus historically ran contrary to the objectives
of due diligence implementation.
Summary
The GVC system, originally put in place to
regularise the country’s ASDM production, was
one of the oldest and more efficient SGBPs
implemented in Africa. Its advantages were its
potential to cover the entire ASGM production
without significant proportional cost increases
and impacts to its financial self-sustainability.
The main success factor of the GVC was its
decentralisation at mining community level, made
possible by granting the mining communities
a share in profits. The GVC system performed
well because it was accountable to ASGM
communities, giving them a direct stake in
ensuring legal gold sales. This stake was incentive
enough for community members to discourage
miners from gold smuggling, despite miners
receiving only 80 per cent of world prices.
Furthermore, the scheme had the potential to
be scaled up to sustainably cover all the goldproducing areas. Finally, the system’s ingrained
self-sustainability ensured that policies to regulate
the ASGM sector could be carried out at no cost
to the state budget.
The main limitation of the GVC system was
that, due to its capillary-like structure, the state
needed to have full control over the mining areas
to implement it effectively. When the Ivoirian state
lost control over parts of its territory during the
crises, the GVC system had to be declared illegal.
Furthermore, despite its success, the scheme
promoted smuggling at the individual miner level,
13
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while simultaneously creating strong incentives to
curtail smuggling at the community level. The high
tax rate the GVC imposed on ASGM miners likely
encouraged smuggling to neighbouring regions
with a lighter fiscal burden, while its redistribution
of royalties ensured a high level of peer pressure
from the community against smuggling. This
created a basis for the resurgence of smuggling
once the scheme was discontinued.
Overall, the experience from Côte d’Ivoire has
the potential to be replicated in states with strong
state institutions and relatively more stability, such
as neighbouring Ghana, and serve as a basis for
discussing regional anti-smuggling initiatives.

3.2 Ghana
Ghana has one of the longest-running SGBPs in
the world. The country’s experience in retaining
most of its national production, following the
deregulation of a state monopoly on gold buying,
and the long-term effects of a ‘no questions asked’
policy, have clear lessons for other countries.
The Ghana Precious Minerals Marketing
Company (PMMC) was established in 1963, and
given responsibility for purchasing and marketing
the country’s diamonds. In 1965 the company
was incorporated as a state-owned enterprise
whose only shareholder was the Government
of Ghana. PMMC was tasked with buying from
ASM miners and selling precious minerals
profitably to enhance Ghana’s foreign exchange
earnings, as well as to promote the development
of the mineral industry. To do so, PMCC had a
monopoly on gold buying from 1989 to 2009.
The monopoly was then revoked, but PMCC still
held a significant share of the market due to its
strong presence in the mining districts, and the
trust it has established with portions of ASGM
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Box 2. ASM in Ghana
Recent studies suggest that 1.1 million
galamsay (ASM miners) operate in Ghana
(Wilson et al., 2015), and the broad
consensus is that 60 to 70 per cent of
the total ASGM producers in Ghana still
operate unlicensed. In 2012 Ghana’s
ASGM produced 11,120 kilograms of
gold, with 8,980kg sold through PMCC,
according to the Ghana Chamber of Mines
(GCM, 2013). Before the introduction
of the Small-Scale Gold Mining Act in
1989, ASGM production was not legally
recognised, forcing ASGM producers to
sell illegally; this increased cross-border
gold smuggling. Lately, the presence of an
estimated 50,000 Chinese ASGM miners
has been noted as the driving force behind
more mechanised small-scale gold mining
in the country (Ghanaweb, 2013).

miners. Market liberalisation has also ensured that
sellers can bargain for a better price, as increased
competition between independent sellers and
PMCC allows for purchase price differences. As
an incentive for both formal and informal ASGM
producers to sell gold legally, PMMC and its
authorised agents were at the time of research
not investigating the legal status of the seller or
the origin of the gold, practising a ‘no questions
asked’ policy. PMMC only buying fixed minimum
amounts of gold, encouraged the majority of small
producers to sell their gold to middlemen, who in

turn sold their doré6 to PMCC at an average purity
of 22 karats. At the time of research, the doré was
bought at 98–99 per cent of the London Bullion
Market Association (LBMA)price and then sent to
refineries. PMCC covers the costs of transport,
security and refining, and makes a profit by selling
the refined gold on the international market. Bank
of Ghana regulations required gold exporters to
repatriate the entire amount of foreign currency
gained; according to the Ghana Chamber of
Mines this regulation incentivised smuggling, as
some exporters could find better exchange rates
on the black market, or may simply have wanted to
keep a reserve of hard currency.

incentivised to collect as much gold as possible
from ASGM miners. However, the PMCC’s
‘no questions asked’ policy has not, to date,
encouraged ASGM miners to raise production
standards. On the ground, high levels of tolerance
towards ASM gold smuggling could be found in
certain regions such as Tarkwa, where the local
gold buyers’ association acknowledged that up to
60 per cent of gold traders are illegal.

Hurdles and successes
Ghana’s SGBPs’ operational hurdles and
successes can be summarised as follows:

Due diligence
The ‘no questions asked’ policy meant that neither
licensed ASM producers nor galamsay tended to
verify buyers’ legal status when selling, provided
that a relationship of trust existed between the
two. Neither did buyers conduct due diligence on
the products offered to them.

Financial
Thanks to its for-profit nature and modus
operandi, the Ghanaian SGBP was financially
self-sustaining. Its performance remained
constant in terms of the percentage of ASM gold
captured and it prevailed in the market, despite
the liberalisation of gold buying. Liberalisation
ensured that miners were paid a fairer price,
which further incentivised ASGM producers to
sell legally.
Implementation
Recently PMMC was decentralised, albeit
incompletely, positioning PMMC buying agents
in mining districts. Despite this relocation,
there were still significant regional variations
in the percentage of ASGM gold bought by
PMCC. Even without a monopoly, numerous
ASGM miners continued to sell to PMCC
due to established relationships of trust, and
quantities bought by the SGBP remained stable.
PMCC repatriated profits from gold sales on
the international market, providing an important
source of hard currency to the Ghanaian state,
gold being the country’s main export. PMCC was

Community involvement
In contrast to Côte d’Ivoire, communities in Ghana
had no ownership or significant involvement in the
processes.

Summary
Overall, PMCC achieved its principal objective of
a high rate of integration of ASM gold into legal
markets. The 2009 liberalisation of the ASGM
market played a part in reaching this objective,
helping to reduce smuggling, since it offered
ASGM producers a wider choice of prices and
buyers at the mining district level.
The critical challenge for the PMMC system was
its excessive focus on ASGM’s financial aspects,
neglecting issues of formalisation, production
standards or the origin of ASM gold. This last
issue is especially critical, considering that
various UN reports have highlighted Ghana as a
smuggling route for ‘conflict gold’ extracted from
neighbouring Côte d’Ivoire during the country’s
2002–2010 politico-military crisis. This illustrates
the poor performance and current prospects of
the Ghanaian SGBP in regard to supply chain
due diligence.

6. Doré is semi-pure gold and silver alloy in cast bars, usually produced on site at the mine.
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3.3 Philippines
Governance of the Philippines’ ASGM sector
was characterised by a significant discrepancy
between the capacities of the central bank and
the other authorities (Ministry of Mines, border
authorities and so on); as well as discrepancies
in capacity between the central government and
local governments. These discrepancies resulted
in a system where the role of middlemen became
entrenched, and where, lacking a monopoly, the
SGBP had very limited leverage over the ASGM
sector; and is thus performing sub-optimally.
Since 1991 it has been compulsory for ASGM
operators in the Philippines to sell their gold to
the Philippines Central Bank (BSP). BSP buying
stations were located in its regional offices,
keeping the costs of hosting and operating the
SGBP low; in 2008 they were only five such
stations, each located in close proximity to ASGM
areas. Despite its purported monopoly on the
purchase of gold, the BSP relied on a system of
traders to connect ASGM miners to the buying
stations. These traders transported and refined
the gold.
Sellers had to ensure both the gold’s purity
(absence of mercury or amalgam, slag and other
foreign matter) and that it had no sign of metallic
segregation or layering. The gold-buying station
deducted a processing charge from the world
price. That charge aside, 99 per cent of the fee
was paid to the seller, while the gold-buying
station carried out a final assaying. The buying
station then gave the remainder of the payment
to the seller, minus the costs of any impurities
found in the assaying. This gold was added to
the reserves of the BSP. With each sale, sellers
had to complete a letter of delivery stating the
name of the seller, whether the gold was from an
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Box 3. ASM in the Philippines
There were an estimated 300,000 ASGM
miners in the Philippines (Ban Toxics!
2010) who produced 28,198 kilograms
of gold in 2008, compared to the 7,370kg
produced by LSM companies (UNEPDENR, 2010). This amounts to an ASGM
share of 79 per cent of national production.
The Philippines’ position as an archipelago
and its proximity to mainland East Asia
creates large borders that are difficult
to monitor, explaining significant gold
smuggling, which has increased further
since ASGM taxation began. Despite
nominal policies and regulations aimed
at supporting it, in practice ASGM has
received little support from the government.
Compounding these challenges, the
allocation of responsibilities and resources
between local and national government
agencies has complicated and frustrated
the application of laws intended to govern
ASM, and ASM-related institutions lacked
the capacity to fulfil their mandate. Skewed
incentives have led to the emergence of
informal deals between ASGM operators
and local politicians, whereby illegal mining
is overlooked or even supported by the
local government in exchange for a share of
those benefits (Fonbueno, 2008).

ASGM mine or was recycled material, and give
assurances of the gold’s quality. First-time buyers
had to register and provide copies of their identity
documents, residence certificates and bank
account registration.

In 2008 the government introduced ASM
taxation at the request of the Bureau of Internal
Revenue. Until then, the BSP programme was
buying approximately 90 to 95 per cent of all
ASM-produced gold in the Philippines, although
some black market trading persisted. After the
introduction of the tax black market trading
increased, resulting in BSP gold purchases
declining from 7,166 kilograms in 2008 to
1,722kg in 2009 (Alave, 2011; BanToxics!, 2010).
The SGBP faced a clear trade-off between
the demands it made on sellers (imposed
by the Bureau of Internal Revenue) and its
own competitiveness.
Hurdles and successes
The Philippines’ SGBP’s operational hurdles and
successes can be summarised as follows:
Financial
The BSP’s (mainly financial) objectives for the
ASM sector were modest, and its reliance on
middlemen to cover transport and refining costs
ensures a lean structure, supporting financial
sustainability. However, the introduction of
taxation led to a significant decline in the amount
of ASM gold purchased by the BSP. In response
to this trend, the government adjusted the rate
of the creditable withholding tax in advance
of income tax from ten to five per cent, but
purchasing levels remained low.
Implementation
The gold-buying centres’ requirements for gold
to have a certain level of purity, as well as a
minimum volume, excluded ASGM miners from
directly interacting with the SGBP. There were
too few gold-buying centres, and therefore BSP
relied from the outset on middlemen to reach
ASGM miners to obtain sufficiently pure gold
in sufficient quantities. The weakness of other
government institutions, especially the Bureau
of Customs in failing to prevent smuggling, has
diminished the BSP’s leverage power via its (now
degraded) position of near-monopolistic buyer.
The SGBP, however, appeared to be credible to
the middlemen, the sellers with whom it interacted
regularly. Middlemen were in turn credible to the
ASGM miners, and a relationship of trust and
sometimes dependency existed between them.

Coordination
The SGBP was operating as a stand-alone
programme due to its (initially) limited objectives.
It gradually emerged that other institutions’ levels
of efficacy were not sufficient to reciprocate or
complement the BSP efforts, thus at the time of
research there was no alignment, no dialogue or
even basic information exchange between BSP
and the mining authorities.
Due diligence
At the time of research, no comprehensive due
diligence was carried out beyond requesting
basic ‘know your customer’ (KYC) information
from sellers. The BSP held a register of its gold
sellers, which was not shared with other state
authorities. The SGBP’s quasi ‘no questions
asked’ policy with respect to due diligence
objectives beyond KYC also weakened the
formalisation efforts of the mining authorities, by
not providing incentives for formalisation.
Summary
For a time the BSP’s SGBP succeeded in
achieving a limited number of goals, becoming
the primary destination for ASM-produced gold
in the Philippines and largely diverting ASMproduced gold away from the illegal market. In the
process it became a legal monopoly and a nearmonopolistic buyer. The BSP also successfully
required gold sellers to pass on basic information,
creating a pool of information about the ASGM
supply chains. All this was done from a lean
organisational base, using the administrative
capacity of BSP itself and accepting the role of
middlemen to run the SGBP at a low cost.
While it attained its primary goals, the SGBP did
not advance a formalisation agenda or otherwise
improve standards of ASGM in the Philippines,
its scope of activities being hindered by the
ineffectiveness of other dimensions of ASM
governance. Although the programme was able
to set the destination of ASM-produced gold, it
failed to shorten the ASGM trading chain. Instead,
it solidified the role of traders as intermediaries
between gold miners and the BSP’s buying
stations. This set the stage for an increase in
smuggling when taxation was introduced and the
BSP’s price competitiveness was eroded.
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3.4 Bolivia
Lack of mutual agreement between stakeholders
in Bolivia resulted in the parallel implementation
of an SGBP and a non-governmental goldbuying programme established by the National
Federation of Cooperatives. Coupled with a
lack of security and infrastructure development
in key ASM zones, and more attractive ASGM
taxation in neighbouring countries, the Bolivian
case provides insights into recurring issues in the
design and implementation of SGBPs.
The Bolivian government initiated its SGBP,
the Bolivian Gold Company (EBO), after failed
attempts to discourage ASGM miners from selling
to informal traders on its northern border with
Peru and Brazil – a zone of simmering conflict,
insecurity and very limited state presence. EBO’s
other stated objectives in the short and long term
were to: formalise the activity; prevent smuggling
to other countries, not only through buying gold
from ASM producers but by leveraging effective
ASGM formalisation; encourage the processing
of gold into value-added products; generate
royalty income; start exploration and exploitation
of gold; and increase Bolivia’s official gold
production by at least 25 per cent.
At the same time, the Central Integral de
Comercialización de Minerales de las
Cooperativas Mineras Ltda. (COMERMIN) was
established. This was a mineral trading company
dependent on the National Confederation of
Cooperatives. Its objective was to gradually
cut out intermediaries in the trading of mining
cooperatives’ minerals, and thus shorten the gold
trading chain. It received its initial operating fund
from the Mining Financing Fund, an institution
financed by the National General Treasury.
Importantly, it was not considered a state
institution, which exempted it from taxing the
gold it buys from miners (Toro, 2014). Because
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Box 4. ASM in Bolivia
Mining has long been a significant sector
of the Bolivian economy. ASM rose to
prominence following the restructuring of
the national mining company, COMIBOL,
in 1987, when about 90 per cent of the
laid-off miners were absorbed by the ASM
sector. Estimates diverge significantly,
but put the current numbers of ASGM
miners at between 400,000 and 500,000
(MMM, 2010; GOMIAM, 2011a), including
seasonal ASGM miners and 70,000 formal
ASGM miners. Most of the year-round
ASGM is undertaken by ‘cooperatives’, and
while a few are true cooperatives, a majority
of them more closely resemble small private
companies registered as cooperatives. It
is estimated that an additional 80,000 to
320,000 individuals (GOMIAM, 2011a)
depend indirectly on ASGM. ASGM’s
production in 2010 amounted to 3,964
kilograms, or 62 per cent of the national
production (Anderson, 2012; GOMIAM,
2011a). However, due to the nature of the
Bolivian concession system, a significant
amount of ASGM miners’ production is
registered as COMIBOL production and
could thus distort estimates of both ASGM
miners and production (Bocángel Jerez,
2007).

COMERMIN did not need to tax the gold it
bought, it could offer a better price than EBO,
creating tensions between the two schemes.
The relationship between EBO and COMERMIN
was not clearly defined. Both organisations were
able to buy gold according to their own rules,

which created confusion among the miners
as to who was the legitimate buyer and which
conditions had to be met. Some miners had a
marked preference to sell to COMERMIN (Toro,
2014) at higher prices. The Bolivian Central Bank
(BCB) was authorised to buy gold bars from both
schemes to increase international gold reserves.
Hurdles and successes
The SGBPs’ operational hurdles and successes
can be summarised as follows:
Financial
EBO bought gold at a lower price than that
offered by intermediaries. Value-added tax (VAT,
at 13 per cent) was absorbed by the BCB,
making gold purchases from the SGBP a costly
transaction for the bank. Miners perceived the
EBO to be financially fragile. EBO taxed sellers
at the rate of 8 per cent, triggering a preference
for selling to COMERMIN, middlemen, or in
neighbouring countries.
Implementation
Decentralisation was weak as buying stations
were not close to sites; this was compounded
by a lack of basic infrastructure in ASGM areas,
including good roads, lengthening the distances
miners needed to cover to sell to EBO. Certain
key ASM areas were not sufficiently safe for
an SGBG to operate in, and significant gold
smuggling to Peru continued, where at the time of
research, ASGM gold was not taxed. The SGBP
agents had little credibility among the miners and
their representatives, while private intermediaries
were perceived as more competent. The BCB
only bought gold at 96–97 per cent purity,
requiring EBO and COMERMIN to purify gold
before selling it to the bank. The BCB then further
refined it to 99.9 per cent purity.
Coordination
There was an overlap, if not competition, between
the mandates of EBO and COMERMIN, which
complicated the effective implementation of
either initiative.

Due diligence
At the time of research, no due diligence was
carried out on gold purchases, and future due
diligence implementation would be complicated
by differences in regional ASGM taxation
systems, which were not only responsible for
undeclared exports from Bolivia, but also resulted
in foreign gold finding its way into Bolivia.
Summary
At the time of research, the EBO had not reached
its stated objectives. This lack of success was
due to diverse factors – lack of state capacity
in ASGM regions being one of the main
challenges – and was compounded by the lack
of infrastructure and security in these regions.
The reduced number of buying stations did not
strengthen the state’s presence and did not
allow outreach to ASM miners. Furthermore, it
discouraged miners from selling to EBO as they
had to travel great distances to reach buying
stations, which they could not do regularly. This
further disincentivised miners, who already
received less money from EBO than from
intermediaries, as EBO charged them royalties
and other costs. Additionally, EBO did not
possess the necessary logistical infrastructure
to compete with established intermediaries, as
some of the bigger illegal gold traders traded
between one and two million dollars per week
and structured their logistics accordingly.
Finally, there were established relationships
between miners and intermediaries, and several
factors encouraged miners to sell to these
intermediaries – including trust, pre-financing,
advances or coercion. All of these challenges
were compounded both by porous borders
and misaligned regional ASGM tax regimes.
Unbalanced competition with COMERMIN
further weakened the effectiveness of EBO and
created confusion among ASGM stakeholders.
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3.5 Colombia
Until 1991, Banco de la República, Colombia’s
Central Bank maintained an overall monopoly
on gold purchases, while in the regions it ran
a poorly implemented, parallel programme of
lending technical expertise to miners. In 1991
the government liberalised gold trading and
private actors began buying and selling gold.
Liberalisation dramatically reduced Banco de la
República’s gold purchases. This led in turn to
fewer bank offices and agencies, reducing the
number of cities where ASGM miners could sell
the precious metal to three mining hubs. This
decline in operational capacity further reduced
gold purchases. In 2009, according to official
estimates, Banco de la República bought only 1.6
per cent of total national gold production (Plazas
Bonilla, 2010).
In addition to this de facto SGBP, Colombia is
home to Corporación Oro Verde, a bottom-up
initiative to produce ‘clean’ gold that is then sold
at a premium. This initiative was established in the
early 2000s and is now an internationally backed
gold-buying programme operating in remote areas
of Colombia.The success of this initiative makes
Oro Verde® (Green Gold) a point of reference
for GBPs and offers an interesting example of a
fully decentralised locally run GBP operating in
an area with limited institutional presence. Oro
Verde supports ASGM activities carried out by
communities in a select number of municipalities.
Since its creation, this responsible mining initiative
has not only produced environmentally and
socially friendly gold, but it has also generated
a demand for its specific products on the
international market, and has been able to provide
an economic incentive for miners to continue
to use environmentally and socially responsible
methods. Oro Verde’s approach required an
ecological mining standard to be developed and
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Box 5. ASM in Colombia
At the time of research Colombian mining
law provided space for ASGM but its
requirements were unrealistic, resulting in
most of the estimated 200,000+ miners
working illegally (Cordy et al., 2011).
The informality of ASGM combined with
limited state presence in remote areas
has allowed illegal armed groups to use
ASGM activities as a form of financing and
profitable money laundering (Defensoría
del Pueblo, 2010). This led the government
to pursue a policy of disrupting illegal
ASGM activities (Defensoria del Pueblo,
2010; GOMIAM, 2011b). There is little
reliable data available on ASGM due to
current levels of informality, along with
miners’ distrust of the state authorities
and the involvement of armed groups. It is
estimated that between 20 and 60 per cent
of the national gold production comes from
ASGM (GOMIAM, 2011b; Güiza Suarez
and Aristizábal, 2013); the country’s official
gold production amounting to 53,606 kg in
2010 (BGS, 2011).

implemented, and a transparent supply chain.
The standard is implemented at the mining group
level and does not authorise the use of mercury
or cyanide. External auditors regularly carry out
checks that the programme conforms to this
standard. Oro Verde’s production is sold at 15 per
cent above the LBMA price, reflecting its social
and environmental value, as well as the costs of
responsible mining practices. This 15 per cent
premium allows the scheme to purchase gold

from the miners at 102 per cent of the world price,
and distribute 13 per cent of the LBMA value to a
fund owned by the community that also covers the
programmes’ operating costs. Use of the capital
in the community fund is decided at community
level. Oro Verde complements its certification
by providing technical assistance for miners to
develop their activities and to reforest previously
mined areas.

Due diligence
Thanks to its community-level implementation,
and its adherence to a standard, the scheme has
Fairmined certification. At the time of writing, its
compliance with the due diligence requirements
of the OECD Due Diligence Guidance had not yet
been tested.

Summary
Oro Verde’s focus has been to address the
Hurdles and successes
challenge of market access, skewed supply
Oro Verde’s operational hurdles and successes
chains and environmental concerns. The initiative
can be summarised as follows:
has been successful in addressing these issues
for participating miners, and serves as an
Financial
example of local development from the bottom
Oro Verde is designed to be market driven, but
up. It also illustrates that such development can
production has to be increased for the scheme to only be achieved by the coordinated work of a
be financially sustainable (Dokk Smith, 2012). The set of local and international actors. One of the
community-level aspect of the scheme is difficult
scheme’s key success factors is Biodiversa
to implement, as it demands upfront investment
(Dokk Smith, 2012), a network that groups 31
for several years, until production is sufficient to
research funding agencies within 18 European
offset costs. Thanks to the premiums generated,
countries. The network works to coordinate
ASGM miners receive in total 102 per cent of
projects related to the maintenance of biodiversity
the LBMA price while the community receives
throughout Europe and funds international
13 per cent; of this 13 per cent, 3 per cent is
projects. Biodiversa has been able to market ecoearmarked to cover the costs of the programme.
friendly gold throughout the world through this
The communities’ financial stake in the project
international outreach. Biodiversa is responsible
ensures miners’ compliance through community
for buying the gold from Oro Verde miners,
peer pressure.
refining it, marketing and eventually selling the
gold on the international market.
Implementation
However, the scheme’s dependence on producer
Community-level implementation has achieved full
groups and strong communities slows down
decentralisation at the operational and monitoring
the pace of implementation and uptake from
level. The fact that Oro Verde has been operating
interested communities, a fact compounded in
for many years and is based on communitycertain production areas by inadequate security
wide stakeholder inclusion ensures high levels
and a lack of infrastructure. Slow implementation
of trust from all stakeholders. Oro Verde has a
and the need for a certain level of production to
high capacity for enforcement due to the mining
cover the overheads means that the scheme is not
communities’ interest in participating in the
financially sustainable from the outset; costs have
GBP. The community-wide stake and inherent
to be incurred for a certain period of time before
monitoring reduces the likelihood of corruption.
sustainability is achieved and initial costs can be
Implementing the standard at group level ensures
gradually recouped.
adherence by all, as non-compliance by one miner
affects the whole group.
Cooperation
There is high stakeholder participation. The
community has a strong interest in ASGM miners
selling their gold to Oro Verde, as these sales
provide funds for community development. While
the Oro Verde programme is not deliberately
aligned with government efforts, such as Banco
de la República purchases, it does not contradict
or undermine governments’ efforts.
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Challenges

Designing and implementing SGBPS intended
to attract ASGM production is a challenging
prospect. While barriers to the smooth operation
of SGBPs are multiple and more often than not
idiosyncratic, recurring issues can be identified.

4.2 Lack of incentives for
the ASGM sector to sell to
the SGBP

Governments can expect the SGBP to capture
a significant share of ASGM production only if
the SGBP is a significant or dominant market
4.1 Inefficiencies in
participant; that is, if sellers have limited
coordinating and managing opportunities to sell to other competitive buyers.
SGBPs
For an effective SGBP, government must make
trade-offs between costs (and thus potentially the
When SGBPs purchase gold primarily to
self-sustainability of the scheme) and incentivising
strengthen the country’s gold and foreign
currency reserves, they are typically implemented sellers to sell to the SGBP (given that alternative
buyers are typically present). Where ASGM
by a country’s central bank. Central banks have
little in common with mining authorities (ministries, operates informally, it tends to suffer from a
lack of access to formal credit markets, and
implementation units, and so on) and have no
established relationship with ASGM miners. They operators often fall into a cycle of dependence
on sponsors and buyers. The latter often demand
also typically lack an administrative presence
gold at discounted prices in return for pre-finance,
such as offices or personnel in key mining areas,
and need to incur initial expenses to establish this distorting the market structure and the distribution
of profits among the different stages of the gold
presence. Since they are not ministries, central
supply chain. Where organised criminal groups
banks tend not to have a pre-existing effective
have control over certain mining areas, ASGM
working relationship with ministries that are not
operations can be coerced into selling to these
part of their field, such as ministries of mines,
environment, labour, health, borders and customs. groups at well below the market price. In both
cases SGBP opportunities to capture gold
This compromises the effective coordination
are limited.
of SGBP implementation, and can undermine
objectives related to ASGM sector improvement.
These SGBP coordination and management
challenges can be mitigated through a dedicated
multi-institutional management team that reports
to the ASM taskforce in charge of overseeing
implementation of the country’s overall ASM
management strategy (IGF, 2015).
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4.3 The challenges of price
incentives for the SGBP
In general, price incentives can prove to be
detrimental to the SGBP’s financial sustainability,
if the scheme is effectively running at a significant
loss, which can also risk political commitment to
the SGBP. Irrespective of this, price incentives
are one of the cornerstones of most SGBPs. By
buying gold at a higher price than middlemen,
SGBPs hope to incentivise ASGM miners to
sell to the SGBP. Price incentives can work,
but the decision to sell is influenced by a range
of factors and price incentives can also have
unintended consequences.

case study). However, factors that are under the
control of the SGBP can also influence the price
offered, including elements that are critical to the
programme’s operational capability.
Price incentives should not be used in return for
compromising the SGBP’s operational capacity,
for example divesting from administrative capacity
in sub-regions, or reducing support services.
Such measures also erode trust in the SGBP and
limit the incentives for miners to sell to the SGBP
to purely financial ones, which is a significant risk.

Without government subsidies, SGBPs
sustainably are only able to offer near world
market prices. Alternative buyers may wish to pay
For example, ease of transaction is a key issue for above market prices if this allows them entry to
an otherwise closed market, or the opportunity to
ASGM miners, many of whom sell gold daily to
launder money. These alternative buyers can have
serve their immediate cash-based subsistence
several key competitive operational advantages,
and consumption needs. This means they are
such as a local presence, multiple revenue
typically less sensitive to price until they have
streams, the threat of violence, or simply the ability
achieved relative income security. Likewise,
to pay higher than world market prices as part of a
transaction costs (for instance travel costs to
reach a purchasing point) should not be high. This money-laundering scheme. This is particularly the
underlines how important it is for SGBPs’ buying case in countries like Colombia, Peru, or Mexico,
where significant sums from drugs production and
stations to operate close to mining sites in order
to capture a significant market share, shorten the trade are laundered through the ASGM market.
trading chain, and achieve a more realistic basis
In a related point, if an SGBP or alternative buyers
for implementing due diligence.
offer higher than market prices and absorb
significant gold production, this can also attract
Of course, the decision to sell to other buyers,
smuggled gold from other countries to be sold
including middlemen who later sell to the SGBP,
into the purchasing channels, which can lead to
includes factors out of the miners’ control; like
conflicts with neighbouring states.
the taxation of ASGM gold, which can lower
the prices offered by SGBPs and tends not to
When implementing an SGBP, states need
impact alternative buyers in practice. The surge
to carefully choose the trade-off they make –
in gold smuggling in the Philippines following
between prices offered to those selling into
the introduction of a tax on ASM gold in 2008
the SGBP, and the sustainability and overall
is a clear illustration of this risk (see Philippines
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externalities of the scheme. Both have important
implications for the programme’s effectiveness.

4.4 Decentralised gold
collection challenges

4.5 Due diligence, standards
implementation and
regulatory enforcement

Many SGBPs have a ‘no questions asked’
purchasing policy and do not apply even basic
For SGBPs to capture gold, they need to be close ‘know your customer’ (KYC) procedures. This
to ASGM production areas and to hold sufficient
can help to capture gold and formalise the trade
cash reserves to be able to pay sellers promptly
in ASM gold; but it also undermines compliance
and regularly. This requires a decentralised
with national and international legal and/or good
purchasing and management structure, as well
practice requirements and jeopardises attempts
as sufficient security. Where the SGBP is not
to raise standards in ASM production and trade.
easily accessible to prospective sellers, they may In addition, due diligence is rarely perceived as an
prefer selling gold to alternative buyers closer to
on-going process but rather as an initial check of
them. In reality, miners often sell small volumes
actors against a pre-determined set of questions.
at the mine site in order to meet their cash-based
ASM operations often do not meet basic legal
daily needs and to maximise their available
requirements of their own country. They often
time for mining. This pattern hampers effective
SGBP implementation when its agents are not in fail to meet buyer requirements and they are
frequently far behind adherence to good practice
close proximity to mine sites. Electronic forms of
standards. There is therefore a case to be made
banking such as through cellphones are on the
for ensuring that the SGBP’s implementation
rise and could help to mitigate the need for cash
in some key mining regions, but their accessibility supports the ASM sector’s compliance with
to date is not widespread enough to be a realistic national and other applicable laws and in a
second step supports its adherence to good
alternative to cash in remote mining areas.
practice standards in a realistic, incremental, but
goal-orientated manner.
Where international legal requirements dictate
implementing due diligence in line with the
OECD Due Diligence Guidance (OECD, 2013),
such as in the Democratic Republic of Congo
and surrounding countries, SGBPs would have
to conduct due diligence in order to eventually
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sell the gold legally on the international market.
It is crucial to note here that such international
requirements may soon apply to any high-risk
areas with the EU’s conflict minerals legislation.
This comes with additional costs, which will need
to be factored into the pricing and sustainability
model of the SGBP.
In the short term it may not be possible to fully
resolve the tension between largely ‘no questions
asked’ models and the need to implement due
diligence in line with international legal/good
practice standards. This is particularly the case
when all other factors, such as state capacity, are
considered. The existing tension between shortand long-term objectives should be recognised,
and might require a progressive shift in mentalities
and business practices from the short-term goal
of simply establishing the scheme to the mediumterm goal of implementing due diligence and
fully adhering to international legal and goodpractice requirements. This is not just about state
capacity but also about all actors understanding
the importance of those “soft” issues and asking
questions along the way.
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Factors for success

While implementing SGBPs is highly
idiosyncratic, there are helpful insights to be
gained from global good practice – especially
given that ASGM occurs for a large part in
developing and transitional states that seldom
have enough state enforcement capacity to
prevent gold smuggling or enforce regulations.
Policymakers face challenges and trade-offs in
SGBP design and implementation, limiting the
objectives that can be achieved. However, there
are important lessons to learn from certain SGBP
models that have managed to circumvent some of
these trade-offs – most notably community-based
programmes counting on built-in local stakeholder
support and participation.
We summarise below some key elements to
consider in the development of an effective
SGBP.

5.1 Sustainable pricing
An SGBP that pays an inflated above-market
gold price has the initial advantage of attracting
a relevant quantity of ASM gold and can thus
sometimes out-compete alternative buyers. States
may choose this option if they wish to increase
the Central Bank’s hard currency and/or gold
reserves at a lower price, secure national gold
production from sudden price drops, or defend
the national currency from speculation. If the cost
of the SGBP becomes financially or politically
unsustainable, the implementing state has the
option of discontinuing the SGBP or reducing the
buying price to market level.
Another way to divert ASM gold into the SGBP
is to buy gold at a price that is above the LBMA,
made sustainable by charging the cost to the
downstream value chain. This is the case for
the Fairtrade scheme, and the Ethiopian SGBP
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Box 6. Ethiopia’s state goldbuying programme
The National Bank of Ethiopia has
developed an SGBP that buys gold at
105 per cent of the LBMA price. This
price is passed on to Ethiopian goldsmiths
and jewellers, who are obliged by law to
buy gold only from the National Bank of
Ethiopia or its authorised agents. While
successful in capturing gold, there is a
risk that in the long run the increased price
could undermine the competitiveness of
Ethiopian gold products on the international
market, and encourage informal markets.
This has had the side effect of encouraging
the downstream actors – particularly
goldsmiths and craftsmen – to look for
illegal gold inputs available in neighbouring
countries or parallel markets (RCS
Global, 2012).

(see Box 6). This option encourages ASM gold
into the legal market in the medium to long term,
until the illegal market price increases to match
the SGBP’s, with the final result of pushing
the total market price up to the SGBP’s level.
Agreeing who will absorb the cost, as well as their
willingness to do so, is of paramount importance
if this approach is to work. One of the non-price
incentives for miners to sell into an SGBP can
be access to support services that help the
operations to comply with legislation and improve
their adherence to – or their progression towards
adherence to – good practice standards.

5.2 Gradually raised
standards
To encourage SGBP capture of ASGM
production and to overcome potential trade-offs,
evidence from both terminated and on-going
SGBPs suggests that governments should raise
the standards to which sellers are subject in a
realistic, incremental, but goal-orientated manner.
They should do so in tandem with improving the
ASM sector’s overall operating environment, while
also working more closely with ASGM miner
communities; to build trust and develop long-term
relationships and to give communities incentives
to encourage miners to sell to the SGBP. This
requires a progressive shift in mentalities and
business practices during the process.

5.3 Short trading chains and
decentralisation
The mining and trading stages in the ASGM value
chain are particularly prone to contamination
and smuggling. Shortening the gold supply
chain can reduce this risk. To implement a
shorter gold supply chain, a viable SGBP should
be decentralised to be operational as close
as possible to the mining sites. Additionally,
state institutions need to effectively prosecute
violations of the SGBP framework. In Bolivia,
Ghana and other states, self-regulating buyers’
organisations have achieved some positive results
in encouraging their members to abide by the law
through peer pressure.

level, leaving middlemen out. Community-based
SGBPs were shown to be a practical model
in Côte d’Ivoire where, during the 2002–2010
political crisis, the national SGBP was captured
by rebel groups and extended, from a pilot region,
to the entirety of the country’s ASGM areas over a
brief period of time.

5.4 Local stakeholder
support
ASGM communities often lack a direct stake
in managing SGBPs, especially in countries
with a ‘no questions asked’ policy. When local
ASGM communities do not benefit directly from
revenues of gold they have mined but rather are
compensated at a later stage, or not at all, they are
encouraged to sell gold outside SGBPs. this will
provide them with an immediate income, both for
individual miners and the community. However,
if local communities organise gold sales and
benefit directly from a share of the revenues, it
is in their own interest to ensure that gold is not
smuggled outside the legal circuit. Embedding
the communities’ own interests within the SGBP
– and thus achieving effective decentralisation
down to individual community level – was arguably
the main success factor of the Ivoirian SGBP.

Local stakeholder support is a solution to
decentralisation challenges (see the Colombia
and Côte d’Ivoire case studies). SGBPs should
be directly accountable to the ASGM mining
communities for the revenue generated from
gold extraction. To win the support of ASGM
Decentralised SGBP implementing agencies
communities, a share of revenues generated
with a presence at the mining district or mine
through the SGBP should remain within the
level have better local knowledge and oversight,
community. This helps to incentivise communities’
making them more effective than their more
buy-in and to apply peer pressure on miners to sell
centralised counterparts, so long as field agents
to the SGBP and conform to its requisites. The
are not incentivised to engage in corrupt activities.
Oro Verde scheme operates in a similar way.
Incomplete decentralisation of SGBP agents
Ensuring a broad base of stakeholder support
undermines the programme’s effectiveness,
for an SGBP can considerably improve the
as ASGM operators may prefer selling gold to
SGBP’s performance and mainstream the idea
alternative buyers at, or closer to, the mine sites.
In remote areas, particularly in Africa, most miners of an advantageous legal selling circuit for ASM
gold. To effectively engage ASGM associations
sell at the mine site and in small volumes, usually
as reliable partners for state gold-buying
at the end of the day, to maximise the time spent
programmes, state institutions should retain the
mining and to fulfil their immediate needs. This
power to remove their licences when regulations
prevents them from taking advantage of higher
are breached. As the Oro Verde case illustrates
prices offered for larger volumes of gold, or the
(see Colombia case study), comprehensive
lower prices of inputs in bigger trading centres.
community-based approaches, while effective,
Community support for SGBPs (see below) is a
require time and capital to develop until they reach
way to drastically shorten the gold supply chains
a sustainable production threshold.
by allowing for gold collection at the community
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5.5 Better capacity to
enforce, coordinate and
manage
SGBPs are not devised and implemented in
a policy or institutional vacuum. As part of the
state apparatus, they rely on the capacity of
state institutions in, for example, security, health,
the mining sector, the environment, education,
or borders management. Crucially, the state
presence can be very limited in areas of ASM
activity, as demonstrated by the cases of Bolivia,
Colombia and Côte d’Ivoire and thus will need to
be strengthened for SGBPs to be successfully
and sustainably implemented.
SGBPs impact, and are impacted by, various
stakeholders’ actions. These impacts need
to be managed, which can only be done if the
government has sufficient enforcement capacity.
As seen in the Philippines case study, the Bureau
of Internal Revenue’s imposition of a tax led to
ASM gold leaking into the grey market through
smuggling. Interviews with government officials
have pointed to the Customs Authority being
responsible for the scale of the leak, due to their
challenges in controlling cross-border trade. And
while in the case of the Philippines the SGBP is
strong, the accompanying institutions (mining,
customs and local authorities) lack significant
enforcement capacity. In this context an SGBP
is incapable of doing more than buying gold. If
it were to try to impose higher standards there
would be neither support for the miners’ efforts
(due to the ministry of mines or local authorities’
lack of capacity) nor enforcement of penalties
for breaching standards (due the customs
authorities’ lack of capacity, which allows illegally
produced gold to be smuggled out of the
country). Therefore, in order for the Philippines’
SGBP to impose higher standards, government
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capacity needs strengthening across the board at
the local level.
In addition to strengthening capacity, state
institutions need to coordinate their efforts
and assign responsibilities towards a shared
collective goal. This need is especially acute
between the ministry responsible for mines and
the central bank (often the SGBP operator).
The need for coordination is often apparent in
the case of a ‘no questions asked’ policy or the
at best incomplete application of international
due diligence standards, where the SGBP’s
openness offers no incentive to ASM miners
to formalise or adopt ‘non-illegal’ mining
techniques. Miners are able to sell to the SGBP
regardless, which can run contrary to the mining
ministry’s objectives (as illustrated by the cases
of Ghana or the Philippines). A dedicated
management team should coordinate SGBPs,
reporting to a country’s ASM taskforce in
charge of implementing the government’s ASM
management strategy (IGF, 2015).

5.6 Effective ASGM taxation
ASGM’s principal development contribution is
mass employment. In most cases ASGM does
not generate much state revenue, as there is
widespread tax evasion, or inability to pay due
fees; for example when there is no accessible
office at which to pay them or fees are set at
unrealistically high levels. One motivation for the
state to consider ASGM formalisation – along
with the main drivers of formalising employment,
and encouraging entrepreneurialism to develop
communities – is the potential to gain revenues
through various forms of ASGM taxation. How to
implement ASGM taxation remains an unsolved
problem, since even low levels of taxation greatly
encourage smuggling, undermining SGBPs’
overall effectiveness. Governments therefore

need to make a trade-off between the SGBP’s
ability to capture gold and building taxation
into pricing.
Additionally, where cross-border ASGM trade
is prevalent, regional policies and fiscal regimes
need to be harmonised in order to avoid flows
of gold towards the most convenient and/or
profitable market. For example, in Mongolia and
the Philippines gold is smuggled to neighbouring
countries to avoid paying the 7 to 10 per cent
royalties and profit taxes imposed by central
banks. Likewise, gold is smuggled out of Bolivia
into the tax-free regime of neighbouring Peru, even
though the Bolivian royalty is only 0.5 per cent.
Community-based SGBPs can be effective
at incentivising compliance with ASM taxation
through community peer pressure. In Côte d’Ivoire
levels of gold smuggling were low considering the
fact that miners where only paid 80 per cent of
the world price, with communities receiving 8 per
cent. Oro Verde in Colombia had similar results
(see case studies).

5.7 Pre-financing and credit
ASM miners often lack access to formal credit
mechanisms and instead receive pre-financing
from other actors in the gold supply chain. The
same actors can also function as informal banks.
While a variety of people can offer pre-financing,
some use it as a means to guarantee a steady
supply of gold for their selling operations. In these
situations miners that receive the necessary
capital for their activities are often forced to sell
their production to their pre-financers rather than
to the SGBP.
Pre-financing by supply-chain participants can be
mitigated by the SGBP providing funds, or a state
agency or subcontracted private sector financial
institution dedicated to issuing small loans. Such
an agency would need to communicate closely
with the SGBP and the mining authorities to
ensure that state-funded gold activities do not
feed the informal gold market. The state could also
simplify ASM miners’ access to commercial credit
by adapting lending rules for the ASM sector, or
by helping miners to formalise and obtain mining
titles, which would provide them with collateral.

access to this data would help their applications,
as discussed below.

5.8 Non-financial incentives
While the outright majority of SBGPs aim to
incentivise uptake through what are ultimately
financial incentives, the previous sections have
shown that there are a number of non-financial
incentives that can facilitate, if not condition,
ASM miners’ uptake of SGBPs. As SGBPs
have traditionally focused on financial incentives,
non-financial incentives have seldom been
implemented; findings are thus drawn either
from an analysis of SGBPs’ shortcomings or
from discussions with miners and programme
implementers on the ground.
In addition to simplifying and strengthening
processes, non-financial incentives can be
grouped into four categories of incentives:
simplification and efficiency, service provision,
training, and bringing normality and stability.
Simplification and efficacy
Paramount to the continuous uptake of an SGBP
is its capacity to run smoothly, in order not to
disincentivise the participation of miners planning
to join, or who have already joined. To that effect
the SGBP and its system should be aligned with
existing legislation.
In the case of the defunct Kyrgyz SGBP, laws and
regulations for ASM miners were contradictory.
There was frequent conflicting information about
the content and conditions of the applicable
regulations, with local authorities throughout the
country knowing very little about them. According
to the law, all gold mined by ASM miners had to
be sold to legal gold receipt desks. However,
there were no such desks in the country, making it
impossible for ASM miners to sell their production
to the SGBP.

SGBPs should avoid deterring ASM miners
from entering into the programme by imposing
insurmountable barriers to entry, either financially
or administratively. For example, requiring, as
opposed to encouraging, miners to register in a
cooperative to access the SGBP might create
a barrier to entry that is too high for certain
individual miners, thus shutting out some of the
Ghana’s pilot project has shown that the main
most vulnerable. Similarly, programmes should
challenge for ASM miners in obtaining formal
not generate significant delay and/or red tape
credit is proving that the parcel of land they (plan
when miners sell gold. Too many administrative
to) exploit is viable, a challenge stemming from the
demands and delays may incentivise miners to
lack of available geological data. Giving miners
sell to non-official actors for the sake of simplicity
and efficiency.
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Importantly, SGBPs should incorporate anticorruption safeguards and reporting mechanisms,
and not only in relation to the SGBP itself. When
miners sell to the SGBP, their production and
earnings can be known by a variety of actors,
through legitimate or illegitimate channels. This
opens the door to harassment by corrupt officials
and has the potential to scare miners away.
If formalisation and/or title possession is an
essential condition for miners to participate in the
SGBP, states that have complex formalisation or
titling requirements should consider establishing
a task force to help miners meet the legal
requirements – a form of state-sponsored
legal counsel.
For miners to have confidence in the SGBP, it
should be effective, and if possible efficient, in
accomplishing its tasks. Political nominations to
SGBP posts (of the kind seen in Bolivia) should
be avoided in favour of merit-based nominations.
In light of the unfortunate experiences of the
Philippines’ SGBP, implementing local state
institutions should be managed with rigour and
granted enough technical and administrative
capacity to undertake their tasks. Importantly,
these institutions’ incentives should be fully
aligned with the (centrally promoted) SGBP; an
issue likely to be more preeminent in federal than
unitary states.
Service provision
Providing certain services free of charge, or
at a significant discount, to ASGM miners
participating in the SGBP can be a strong
incentive for increasing uptake; and can also
serve a dual purpose, by helping to direct ASM
activity into a desirable direction. These services
can include, but are not necessarily limited
to, providing geological data or machinery for
extraction and refining.
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Geological data
As well as the fundamental issue of the availability
of resources for the ASGM sector to mine legally,
one of the key differences between LSM and
ASM operations is that the latter rarely have the
funds to undertake more complex geological
exploration work. ASM operators’ lack of access
to geological data compounds this. Granting ASM
miners access to geological data would lower
their risk of investing in non-productive sites and
would consequently help their credit applications,
as risks would diminish for the lender.
In addition to these advantages, state authorities
can influence the areas that ASM miners select
to exploit, thereby managing competing land
uses, as advocated by the IGF’s Guidance for
Governments on Managing ASM (IGF, 2015).
Providing accurate geological data could
also help to stifle the emergence of ASGM in
sensitive areas, such as LSM concessions or
natural reserves, by redirecting ASM activity.
Authorities can go a step further and set up
zones reserved for ASM operations that sell to
SGBPs or start with SGBP purchases in zones
that are already dedicated to ASGM activities
and where the government has the required
administrative presence.
Machinery, refining and smelting
Offering machinery at cost or below market rates
to ASGM miners as part of the SGBP could
incentivise them to sell to the programme. It could
also open the door for state institutions to ensure
cleaner technologies that create fewer impacts,
particularly for managing tailings and the location
of machinery and refining centres. Furthermore,
managing machinery well can mean extracting a
substantially higher percentage of gold from ore,
creating higher revenues for ASM miners – and
indirectly for the state.

Training
Another factor limiting the productivity of ASGM
miners is their lack of training, both in technical
and non-technical aspects of ASGM and
business management. Again, providing training,
something miners often request, has a dual
purpose; and could be a key incentive to join the
SGBP if offered to participants.

Bringing normality and stability
Offering miners stability and ‘safety nets’ can
encourage them to join an SGBP. As individuals,
many miners want to be respected members of
society – something they can achieve by selling
their production to a formal scheme rather than
the informal market.

Selling to an SGBP can also bring additional
non-immediate benefits to the miners, depending
Technical training
on the programme and its links to other branches
Technical training is not only a key instrument in
of the government. Participating in an SGBP,
boosting ASM productivity, and an effective hook
and thus having a formal source of income,
to attract miners’ participation in an SGBP; it is
could make miners and their families eligible for
also a tool that helps mitigate ASGM’s impacts.
benefits from other institutions. Notably, SGBP
This is particularly true where there is insufficient
participation could grant access to forms of health
occupational health and safety, and where there
and social insurance for the miner and his/her
is mercury pollution or environmental degradation,
direct family.
and can thus serve to reinforce some of the state’s
A recurring issue for ASM miners is that they are
objectives behind its drive for formalisation.
often considered second-class citizens when their
titles overlap with LSM ventures. Being part of
Non-technical training
an SGBP – and thus the formal economy – can
Even in countries with a dedicated support
give miners a voice and critical leverage to ensure
service, ASM miners seldom know the relevant
mining code and regulations in full detail and thus that their rights are more respected, both within
easily fall victim to unscrupulous state agents who government institutions and in society at large.
exploit their lack of awareness. Providing miners
Finally, gold price weakness and volatility has
with training on non-technical issues – such as
consequences for ASGM miners with no or few
legal rights and obligations and book-keeping –
savings and restricted access to credit. To offset
not only helps them to secure their rights, but also
gold price volatility, and allow miners to plan their
to ensure that they fulfil their obligations under the
operations in the medium to long term instead of
SGBP, and will raise awareness of the benefits of
working day to day, the state could task SGBPs
formalising and the role of the state.
with buying gold at a set price for a predetermined
period of time, offsetting the losses of buying
Additionally, training for ASM miners generally
gold above the world market price with periods of
tends to incorporate elements that are not
buying gold below international prices. However,
directly linked to ASM but that are part of the
this strategy carries a risk, as miners could sell
implementer’s strategic priorities, like gender
to the SGBP when it buys gold above the world
equity or public health (such as sexually
market price and to the informal market when
transmitted diseases).
prices are below it. Therefore this strategy is likely
only to be recommended when the SGBP is a
very well established and monopolistic, or nearmonopolistic, buyer.
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six

Looking forward

State gold-buying programmes can be effective
instruments within governments’ institutional
frameworks to address multiple objectives
for artisanal and small-scale mining. These
objectives include, but are not limited to:
formalising the ASGM sector; bolstering gold
and foreign currency reserves; raising standards
in ASGM; and indirectly reforming the sector.
SGBPs have the potential to put a sector that
often operates informally into direct contact
with the state, creating a leverage point from
which monitoring and regulatory powers can be
exercised throughout the supply chain. However,
case studies suggest that SGBP operations
are constrained by the tough competition they
face from alternative buyers. Consequently, the
extent to which SGBPs can have a significant
sector formalisation and reform impact hinges
on whether they can be established and run
effectively and sustained as a dominant buyer.
If they cannot be, then compromises must be
made to leverage the programme to achieve its
intended objectives.
The successful design and operation of
SGBPs depend on the interaction of a variety
of stakeholders, whose respective inputs
require strong and effective coordination. An
SGBP’s operation is likewise dependent on a
number of factors outside the influence of those
implementing the programme to be effective, both
at the national and international level. Therefore,
to be sustainable, SGBPs need to ensure
they are aligned both with the government’s
broader objectives and with the realities of the
ASGM sector on the ground. SGBP design and
operation, along with that of complementary
ASGM governance and reform instruments,
should be aligned with emerging international
good practice.
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We make the following recommendations.

Recommendations for
national actors
1. Integrate the establishment of the SGBP
with the implementation of a government’s
ASM management strategy. Implementing
an SGBP as an isolated intervention is likely
to undermine its ability to reach its sector
reform potential. SGBP implementation
should therefore be undertaken in alignment
with the implementation of a broader
ASM management strategy. Guidance for
governments on the steps to undertake to
effectively manage the ASM sector can
be found in the IGF’s ASM Management
Guidance for Governments (2015).
2. Create an ASM task force. Central banks,
which typically manage SGBPs, have
different sets of priorities and oversight
mechanisms to the mining, environment,
labour, and other ministries. There
can therefore be conflict between the
priorities of these institutions, as well as a
different assessment of the positive and
negative side effects of policies. This is
especially true when there is either a lack of
communication between the central bank
and the ministries, or when entities have
starkly different institutional capacities, as in
the Philippines. Creating an ASM taskforce
to assume a coordinating role, and an ASM
stakeholder forum to assume an oversight
role, are important to overcome this challenge
(IGF, 2015).

3. Ensure ASGM has legal access to
resources and focus initial SGBP activities
on the ASGM operations or regions that
are closest to compliance with relevant
frameworks. Legal access to land or
resources is a key impediment for the ASGM
sector to operate legally and for SGBPs
having a legal sector to purchase from. This
impediment needs to be addressed early in
the process.
4. Commission studies. SGBPs can fulfil
their objectives when those objectives
are congruent with institutional capacity,
political commitment, and the realities of the
ASGM sector on the ground. Governments
or multi-stakeholder groups designing and/
or implementing an SGBP need to assess
how the programme can be most effectively
managed and coordinated to achieve its
objectives. We recommend commissioning a
set of studies – at a minimum a scoping study,
government capacity assessment, and supply
chain mapping – to understand the realities of
the ASGM sector on the ground (for a full set
of studies, please refer to IGF, 2015).
5. Plan a phased approach. SGBPs can
incentivise ASGM stakeholders to adhere to
the programme’s sourcing requirements, so
long as these requirements are implemented
incrementally. There is a risk that some
schemes could fail where governments
try to achieve all of their ASGM policy
objectives at once, including meeting legal
and international good practice standards
immediately. This may create an unrealistic
compliance burden at the beginning of
the scheme preventing it from becoming

established in the market and achieving its
goals. A phased approach may be more
appropriate: establishing the scheme in the
short term, implementing due diligence in the
medium term (unless it is a legal requirement
to do so), and significantly raising production
standards in the long term; particularly where
such a progressive approach does not
conflict with the law.
6. Expect to commit time and resources
while scaling up. SGBPs designed to
work as part of the implementation of an
overall ASGM management strategy can be
ineffective where state presence is limited, or
where a system of requirements, incentives
and monitoring remains to be implemented.
Typically SGBPs are first implemented as
pilots and then scaled up, as was the case
in Côte d’Ivoire. This process requires
time and resources until the SGBP has
reached maturity and sustainability. These
are dimensions that need to be taken into
consideration in the design of an SGBP.
7. Consider a community-based SGBP.
Community-based SGBPs can effectively
encourage ASGM stakeholders to sell
into the SGBP and adhere to its sourcing
requirements. This model requires incentives
to encourage community participation,
typically through a financial stake in the
SGBP, by redistributing a percentage of
the royalties to a community development
fund. On the other hand, unrealistic taxation
of ASGM production can result in noncompliance and smuggling, as was the case
in Côte d’Ivoire.
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8. Cut out the middleman. SGBPs should
avoid using middlemen to collect gold from
ASGM miners. While these traders can
assume transport, refining and security
costs, drawing on them entrenches their
position and undermines the SGBP’s
position as a dominant buyer, able to capture
a significant share of the market. Instead,
the SGBP is left at the mercy of a network of
middlemen who can choose to sell to other
buyers, if sufficiently incentivised. SGBPs
should shorten the value chain to ensure
ASGM miners receive a better price for their
production; and to establish the SGBP as
a relevant and capable market participant,
which is a pre-condition not only for its
effective implementation, but also for the
SGBP to reach its full range of objectives.
9. Apply due diligence, albeit incrementally.
A ‘no questions asked’ policy may be simple
to implement, and allows an SGBP to capture
a significant portion of ASGM production.
However, it should be phased out as it is
not in step with developments in the global
market place and often ignores significant
violations of legal and good practice
requirements that exist for good reasons.
Governments need to assess their exposure
to these requirements and their potential
impacts on existing or proposed SGBPs. If
a country is legally obliged to be compliant
with the OECD Due Diligence Guidance,
for example, and cannot devise a financially
viable SGBP that allows for compliance, it
should not operate an SGBP. Where there
is no such legal requirement, due diligence
requirements should be implemented
incrementally, coupled with support to the
relevant sector stakeholders allowing them to
work towards compliance.
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10. Use cashless payment systems.
Governments should gradually seek to
establish and/or work with existing cashless
payment systems to bypass the need to
transport, store and secure large quantities
of cash. Key ASM countries are among
the biggest adopters of these systems,
particularly in sub-Saharan Africa (GSMA,
2015). However, adopting cashless payment
systems will not solve the challenges of
securing the storage and transport of
purchased gold. A key area of innovation
in this regard is seeking out alliances with
industrial gold miners in the context of gold
transportation and trade as a potentially
feasible way to create synergies.
11. Adopt sustainable pricing. Through
subsidies or credit mechanisms, SGBPs
can offer above world market prices, which
middlemen cannot afford to do sustainably,
unless they are part of a money-laundering
scheme or have a long-term interest in the
market for ASGM supplies. However, it is a
costly measure for the state to absorb the
costs and may prove to be unsustainable,
as was the case in Colombia. Alternatively,
shifting the costs to national actors
downstream, as in case of the goldsmiths
in Ethiopia, can result in the affected
actors using such coping mechanisms as
circumventing requirements using smuggled
gold. Achieving premium certification of
the SGBPs production, such as Fairtrade
gold, as the GBP Oro Verde has achieved in
Colombia, can help the SGBP market gold
at above market rates, but the international
market for Fairtrade gold remains very
small. These potential downsides should
be considered and appropriate mitigation
measures designed to contain them.

12. Harmonise taxes across the region. Where
SGBPs are implemented, the applicable
taxation regimes with neighbouring countries
should be harmonised, allowing national-level
SGBPs to capture domestic production
and prevent cross-border smuggling to take
advantage of tax differentials.
13. Offer non-financial incentives. These
should be considered and designed in line
with the country’s ASM priorities to maximise
these efforts’ synergies and dual purposes.
This is particularly relevant when it comes to
providing equipment, services and training to
ASM miners.
14. Set up multi-stakeholder dialogues.
As an ASM formalisation strategy, SGBP
implementation should form part of multistakeholder dialogues at the national level.

Recommendations for
international actors
1. Provide guidance on ASM taxation.
Implementing an SGBP effectively depends on
ASM taxation levels. Unrealistic or incongruent
ASGM tax regulation is often a cause of
smuggling and can encourage the sector
to generally operate outside the purview of
the state. Guidance is therefore needed on
effective ASM taxation.

2. Study the effects on ASM formalisation.
Lessons learned from SGBPs and their effect
on ASM formalisation should be distilled and
made available to interested governments
through a more in-depth catalogue of case
studies, focusing more specifically on the
formalisation angle than was possible in this
short paper.
3. Develop specific guidance on how to
set up an SGBP effectively. This can be
a supplementary paper to existing ASM
management guidance for governments and
other stakeholders.
4. Set up an SGBP capacity building workshop
series. SGBP implementation should
become a part of ASM formalisation focused
international forums to advance understanding
of SGBPs and to share experiences with
SGBPs. A dedicated capacity building
workshop series could help to capacitate
stakeholders at the international level to set up
effective SGBPs.
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State gold-buying programmes
Effective instruments to reform the artisanal and
small-scale gold mining sector?
Artisanal and small-scale gold mining provides a
living to some 100 million people, offering huge
potential for rural development. Yet the sector
remains mostly informal and difficult to regulate
despite decades of efforts by governments
around the world to address this. Can state goldbuying programmes (SGBPs) be an effective
tool for governments – to not only bolster
state financial reserves, but also to reform the
sector, raising its standards and improving its
environmental and social outcomes? And can
these programmes operate in countries that
often lack institutional capacity, infrastructure
and stability? This paper analyses case studies
in five countries, drawing out the challenges and
potential factors for success in developing an
effective SGBP.
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